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Star Settler™

Star Settler is a 5-reel, 3-row video slot with 20 fixed paylines. The objective is to land

as many identical symbols as possible along a payline. All line wins are multiplied by

line bet.  SCATTER and BONUS symbols are multiplied by total  game bet.  Winning

combinations start on the first reel on the left (excluding the SCATTER symbol) and run

along a payline to the last reel on the right. Only the highest winning combination of one

symbol is paid out.

Bonus

Landing BONUS on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th reel will activate the Pick and Click feature. 

There are six different randomly shuffled values which will illustrate 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 

and 50 multiplier of the bet. The player can choose one symbol shown on the screen. 

The number chosen by the user is the value which user wins. The win will be added to 

the player's balance.

Free Spins

Landing three or more SCATTER symbols will trigger FREE SPINS mode. There are

five different, randomly shuffled values, which are: 5, 10, 15, 20, 30. The player can

choose  one  symbol  shown on  the  screen.  The  number  chosen  by  the  user  is  the

number  of  FREE  SPINS.  FREE  SPINS  can  be  retriggered.  If  FREE  SPINS  are

retriggered, the player unlocks the initial number of the FREE SPINS, which are added

to the current number of FREE SPINS. FREE SPINS are played at triggered bet and

lines. During FREE SPINS an alternate set of reels is used. During the FREE SPINS

WILD symbols are not displayed on the reels. 
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Free Spins Features

During the FREE SPINS both COLD WILD and HOT WILD can come separate and not 

from the reels, but randomly. The COLD WILD feature awards with 4 symbols in the 

shape of the square on the reels 1 to 4. The HOT WILD feature awards with 3 symbols 

diagonally.

Wild

WILD symbols appear on middle three reels only. WILD substitutes for all other symbols

except for the SCATTER and BONUS symbol. Only one WILD symbol can land on each

reel. If the WILD and PLANET BLUE symbols appear on the screen, all winnings shown

on the screen are tripled, including the winnings from the SCATTER symbol.

Scatter

SCATTER symbols can appear on all reels. Only one SCATTER can appear on each

reel.  Landing  three  or  more  SCATTER  symbols  on  the  reels  creates  a  winning

combination.  Three  or  more  SCATTER  symbols  trigger  FREE  SPINS.  WILD  and

SCATTER symbols cannot appear simultaneously on the same reel.


